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A B S T R A C T

Cyclostratigraphy and astronomical tuning utilize the imprint of quasi-cyclic insolation changes in geological
records to establish chronologies. In this context, filtering of time series in specific frequency bands is commonly
applied to extract information on astronomical forcing from geological datasets. This approach is performed on
specific insolation components (precession, obliquity or eccentricity) and sometimes also their amplitudes either
in depth or time domain. In this study, we design and apply a simulation technique to determine the optimal
Taner filter settings to extract precession-, obliquity- and eccentricity-related interference signals from astro-
nomically tuned geological datasets. This is done by testing a variety of filter settings on several astronomical
and artificial datasets. Based on our results, we propose specific filter settings (cut-off frequencies and roll-off
rates) for the best extraction of astronomical (interference) signals from tuned geological datasets. Focus here
lies on datasets shorter than ca. 1 million years and interference patterns between astronomical components.

A second step utilizes these filter settings for an automated alignment, where geological data on a tuned time
scale are matched to a suite of astrochronologic correlation targets. This is done by aligning filter minima and
maxima to astronomical targets. This approach is particularly useful for the determination of the relative con-
tributions of astronomical parameters in a specific dataset and allows for the automatic determination of phase
shifts between well expressed insolation components in datasets.

1. Introduction

Cyclostratigraphy relates quasi-cyclic patterns in sediments to as-
tronomical characteristics which in turn are used for time scale re-
constructions (e.g. Hinnov, 2000; Hinnov and Hilgen, 2012; Hilgen
et al., 2015). These are then further aided by other dating techniques
(i.e. Ar/Ar and U/Pb dating). Generally, the quasi-cyclic patterns are
extracted from geological datasets by filtering the data in the depth or
time domain (e.g. Valero et al., 2014, 2016; Martinez and Dera, 2015;
Da Silva et al., 2016). During the Neogene, direct astronomical tuning is
often possible at the scale of precession (∼20 kyr; e.g. Shackleton and
Crowhurst, 1997; Lourens et al., 2001; Abels et al., 2009; Zeeden et al.,
2014). In particular, precession filtering of geological data and the
extraction of their respective amplitudes have been used to reconstruct
the astronomical imprint within geological datasets (e.g. Ding et al.,
2002; Lourens et al., 2010). These filtered data patterns and amplitudes
are also applied to test tuned time scales (Shackleton et al., 1995;
Meyers, 2015; Zeeden et al., 2015). Yet, filter settings are commonly
chosen quite arbitrarily, and we are aware of only one study which

systematically investigates the effect of filter settings (Li et al., 2018).
Hence, we focus on filtering individual precession-obliquity and

eccentricity cycles in a most representative way. We highlight that the
filter settings suggested in this study are unsuitable for extracting am-
plitude variations of cycles, as for such investigations the full span of
astronomical forcing must be included (see e.g. Hinnov, 2000), and
wider filters must be applied (Zeeden et al., 2015).

Here, we focus on two different aspects related to cyclostratigraphy
and time scale reconstructions: (1) Taner filters and (2) automated
alignment of filter extremes to correlation targets. We focus on Taner
filters (Taner, 1992) as they (a) are available in the ‘astrochron’ R
package (a widely used method in cyclostratigraphy; Meyers, 2014; R
Core Team, 2017) and in matlab (http://mason.gmu.edu/∼lhinnov/
cyclostratigraphytools.html), and allow for automated application to
various datasets, (b) their filter properties such as high and low filter
cut-off frequencies and the roll-off rate, a parameter for the steepness of
the filter boundaries, can easily be adjusted, and (c) they enjoy in-
creasing popularity in the cyclostratigraphic community, (e.g. Wu et al.,
2013; Boulila et al., 2014, 2015; Meyers, 2015; Laurin et al., 2016;
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Martinez et al., 2017). An intuitive visualisation of the Taner filter and
its properties is given in Kodama (2015; their Fig. 4.5). Comparing
filters of geological data and astronomical targets, and especially their
amplitudes, can give a direct (visual) impression of similarity.

Automated correlation is often regarded as a helpful tool and sev-
eral methods have been proposed and published (Olea, 1994; Lisiecki
and Lisiecki, 2002; Pälike, 2002; Huybers and Aharonson, 2010; Lin
et al., 2014; Kotov et al., 2016; Edwards et al., 2018), and used (e.g.
Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Pälike et al., 2006b; Necula and Panaiotu,
2008; Lang and Wolff, 2011; Liebrand et al., 2011). Generally, these
methods aim at a high-resolution correlation based on an initial time
scale. However, they do not enjoy great popularity within the geos-
ciences community. This may be because no-easy-to-use open source
application was made available for cyclostratigraphic and geochrono-
logic applications until recently (Kotov et al., 2016), while also care
must be taken to take additional constraints from integrated

stratigraphy into account (Hilgen et al., 2012) to avoid errors in auto-
mated correlation. The fear of geoscientists to be replaced by algo-
rithms may also contribute to limit the application of such methods.

We suggest that automatic correlation approaches become espe-
cially useful when their freedom in changing sedimentation rates is
limited, and an initial (tuned) time scale is the basis for further im-
provements. Here we describe and provide algorithms that (a) create an
ensemble of tuning targets based on variable contributions of the in-
dividual astronomical parameters as well as variable phase relation-
ships between them (Laskar et al., 2004), and (b) automatically opti-
mise a correlation between a geological record and a specific target or
an ensemble of tuning targets by aligning filtered data extremes (i.e.,
minima and maxima) to those in the targets.

2. Experimental design and computer code

2.1. Taner filter settings for cyclostratigraphy: concept

To find the best Taner filter settings for astrochronologic applica-
tions, we test the frequency range and steepness of various Taner filter
settings. This is done by using the precession, obliquity and eccentricity
from the La2004 astronomical solution (Laskar et al., 2004). In addi-
tion, a set of signal- and time-distortions are imposed on the solution,
and the extraction of astronomical signals is tested on these datasets
(see Table 1 for an overview). The details of these tests are outlined
below, and the used R code is available in the Supplementary Materials.

2.2. Taner filter settings for cyclostratigraphy: implementation

For this study we utilized the R software (R Core Team, 2017) en-
vironment and the Taner (1992) filter incorporated within the ‘astro-
chron’ R package (Meyers, 2014), because of the free availability and
user flexibility of astrochron, and its increasing application in the as-
trochronology community. The La2004 astronomical solution (Laskar
et al., 2004) is used at a 1 kyr resolution as basis for our experiments
with artificial datasets. For these datasets, we used the last one million
years of the solution and a mix of precession and obliquity/tilt signals
mimicking northern and southern hemisphere climate variability. In
this context p-0.5t represents standardized precession minus 0.5*
standardized tilt (Lourens et al., 1996), and 0.5p-t (and p-t) represent
similar signals with a higher contribution of obliquity. The –(p-0.5t) is

Table 1
Experiments and their respective results for testing precession filter properties. p denotes precession, t tilt/obliquity and e eccentricity. Results from testing filter
properties are displayed in columns 2 to 4. For most results widening filters above a certain level gives similarly good correlation. Narrowing these results and
avoiding similar correlation coefficients as from wider filters seems useful in real cases. Therefore, the narrowest filters with high correlation are given in columns 5
to 7. Filter boundaries (upper- and lower frequency range boundaries) are given in [1/kyr].

tested data as by experiments adjusting results to useful values

lower frequency upper frequency roll-off rate lower frequency upper frequency roll-off rate

-p+0.5t 0.036 0.080 0.027 0.041 0.054 27
p+0.5t 0.045 0.050 0.040 0.041 0.054 27
-p+0.5t+0.5*AR noise 0.039 0.055 0.022 0.041 0.054 21
-p+0.5t+ equal AR noise 0.041 0.054 0.031 0.041 0.054 31
-p+0.5t+2*AR noise 0.041 0.054 0.031 0.041 0.054 31
p-t+0.5*AR noise 0.047 0.051 0.042 0.041 0.054 31
p-t+ equal AR noise 0.047 0.051 0.042 0.041 0.054 31
p-t+2*AR noise 0.047 0.051 0.042 0.041 0.054 31
p+0.5t+0.5*AR noise; time domain distorted by gamma distribution 0.036 0.051 0.029 0.050 0.054 27
p+0.5t+ equal AR noise; time domain distorted by gamma distribution 0.036 0.051 0.029 0.050 0.054 27
p+0.5t+2*AR noise; time domain distorted by gamma distribution 0.036 0.051 0.029 0.050 0.054 27
p+0.5t+0.5*AR noise; time domain distorted by gamma distribution; clip

data at 0
0.041 0.054 0.057 0.041 0.054 27

p+0.5t+ equal AR noise; time domain distorted by gamma distribution;
clip data at 0

0.041 0.054 0.063 0.041 0.054 27

p+0.5t+2*AR noise; time domain distorted by gamma distribution; clip
data at 0

0.041 0.054 0.063 0.041 0.054 26

mean result 0.041 0.054 0.039 0.043 0.054 28

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the automatic alignment method. Please note that filtering
can also be done in the frequency band of eccentricity and obliquity-eccen-
tricity (see paragraph 2.2).
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used for testing precession and obliquity filter settings. For re-
constructing eccentricity, a mix of p+0.5t+e was used. The use of a
one million year-long test dataset does not imply that results are only
valid for time scales of this length. We choose this length as a case study
because (a) it provides enough cycles to give statistically useful results
for precession, obliquity and the∼100 kyr eccentricity components, (b)
longer datasets would use more computing time, and (c) over such a
length the frequency of precession and obliquity can be considered
unchanged.

The experimental setup is designed to test filter settings where a
clear expression of an astronomical imprint is present in data, and also
in more complicated cases which may be regarded suitable for mi-
micking real data. For testing precession filter settings, initially we test
the possibility to extract precession from a -p+0.5t (experiment #1)
and a p-0.5t (experiment #2) dataset using the last 1 million years.
After performing these experiments for idealized astronomical signals,
we included 50, 100 and 200% AR1-noise to the -p+0.5t dataset (ex-
periments #3-5) and to the p-t dataset (experiments #6-8), which has a
lower precession contribution and represents a less ideal case for ex-
tracting precession information. To test filter settings in cases where
age models are imperfect, we include noise in artificial datasets (as in
experiments #3-5). We also include uncertainty in the artificial strati-
graphic (time) domain (experiments #9-11) by replacing age with a
gamma distribution with shape and scale parameters of five and one,
respectively. Gamma distributions are limited to positive values and
can therefore model a growing stratigraphic column and have been
previously used for this purpose (Martinez et al., 2016). Finally, ex-
periments #12-14 are similar to #9-11 but are clipped at zero to ensure
only positive values. This represents a specific case of nonlinear re-
sponse to astronomical forcing. Table 1 summarizes the experiments for
precession, a supplementary R script performs these tests. For the op-
timisation experiments the procedure may be described as follows:

(1) Maximize abs(correlation between (original signal, filtered signal)),
(2) Subject to {lower filter boundary, upper filter boundary, filter roll-

off rate}.

Testing filter settings for obliquity and eccentricity is done in a si-
milar way, with a given basis for the eccentricity filter reconstruction of
p+0.5t+e. The full code of all the conducted individual experiments is
attached as supplementary R scripts. Results for experiments with ob-
liquity and eccentricity are available as Supplementary Tables 1 and 2.

2.3. Automatic generation of correlation target ensembles for
cyclostratigraphic studies

Although a single correlation reference dataset is often applied and
may represent a suitable target, it might not be appropriate as the exact
mix of astronomical parameters in a geological dataset is usually un-
known, and also may vary with time. Therefore, we suggest testing a
geological dataset against an ensemble of astronomical correlation
targets with changing contributions of two of the three astronomical
parameters precession (P), obliquity/tilt (T) and eccentricity (E). To
facilitate this, three R functions are implemented, which generate cor-
relation targets of (a) eccentricity and tilt (b) precession and tilt and (c)
eccentricity and precession. The amount of different combinations, and
the maximal phase lag of the longer period component can be set.

In this study, we abstained from including an experiment where all
three astronomical parameters are mixed since: (a) often only one or
two of the astronomical parameters are dominating geological datasets

and hence are used as tuning targets (e.g. Kuiper et al., 2008; Liebrand
et al., 2011; Zeeden et al., 2013; Boulila et al., 2015; Kaboth et al.,
2016), (b) the relative phase information can be more directly retrieved
when limiting the investigation to only two parameters, and (c) often
eccentricity is present in geological records as amplitude modulation of
the precession signal. Where a mix of precession, obliquity and eccen-
tricity may be useful as correlation target, a correlation target can be
easily generated using the established ‘etp’ function of the ‘astrochron’
R package (Meyers, 2014; R Core Team, 2017) on the basis of the
La2004 solution. Also the amplitude modulation of obliquity is not used
here, as it has no direct influence on insolation.

2.4. Generation of correlation targets: implementation

The functions ‘createETtargets’, ‘createPTtargets’ and
‘createEPtargets.R’ automatically create a specific amount (N; para-
meters to be set in the R functions in bold) targets with changing
contributions of two astronomical parameters from a starting time
(TimeMin) to a maximum age (TimeMax) in kyr before present with a
temporal spacing of Dt kyr. The influence of hemispheres can be set for
the ‘createPTtargtes.R’ and ‘createPEtargets.R’ functions, and maximal
phase shifts of the obliquity relative to precession and eccentricity can
be set using the phaseShift parameter, which represents the maximal
phase shift in kyr. For the function ‘createPTtargets.R’ also a nonlinear
reaction to precession and eccentricity may be tested by including
setting the nc (nonlinar combinations) parameter to> 1. This is done
by applying the exponential function exp(precession*5*nc) where nc
represents the number of nonlinear combinations of amplified preces-
sion and obliquity. The multiplication by 5 is somewhat arbitrary
chosen; it gives a useful difference of output reference datasets. This
nonlinear amplification of precession may be useful in cases where
precession is nonlinearly amplified in geological records during ec-
centricity maxima.

2.5. Adjustment of correlative age models

Several methods of automatic alignment between signals have been
suggested which are all based on the principle of fully automatic
alignment of datasets in high resolution (e.g. Lisiecki and Lisiecki,
2002; Lin et al., 2014; Kotov et al., 2016). We propose a different im-
plementation in this study and assign maxima and minima of filtered
geological data to corresponding maxima and minima in correlation
targets. This limits the temporal flexibility of the method presented here
to less than an investigated (precession, obliquity, eccentricity) cycle
prominently present in data and used for age model construction.

The presented method requires high-resolution geological proxy
data that record astronomical-scale changes with high fidelity. A data
resolution of 1–3 kyr is suggested here for precession related variations
allowing for the identification of precession/obliquity interference
patterns. This data resolution and a tuned time scale are required to
lead to useful results. Where a delayed response of proxy data may be
expected, as e.g. in proxies for ice volume and soil development in the
Quaternary (e.g. Thompson and Goldstein, 2006; Marković et al.,
2015), care must be taken to initially obtain and tune to a useful
(precession) phase. This may not be possible in all cases, as adjusting
the phase of both precession and obliquity is not anticipated directly
with this method.

The here proposed method uses a geological dataset, one or a set of
correlation targets, and the temporal resolution as input parameters. It
filters the data and target, aligns maxima (and minima) of these filter

Fig. 2. Grey scale colour data form Monte dei Corvi (Zeeden et al., 2014) on the original age scale (top), the adjusted age scale (using a filter comprising both
precession and obliquity; middle panel), as well as a comparison of data on original and adjusted time scales (bottom panel) including the target fitting data best
(grey). Vertical lines represent tie points between filtered data and the best-fitting correlation target. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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results, and selects the target resulting in a best fit. Linear interpolation
of the age/depth relationship is applied between tie points.

We test the presented approach by applying the automatic corre-
lation optimisation to two Miocene marine datasets from the
Mediterranean and equatorial Atlantic. Both dataset show precession-
obliquity interference patterns and both records were used for estab-
lishing integrated time scales (Hüsing et al., 2009; Zeeden et al., 2013,
2014; Wotzlaw et al., 2014). The first dataset is from Monte dei Corvi,
Italy. This section was investigated for its integrated stratigraphy using
astrochronology, magnetostratigraphy and also radiometric dating
(Hilgen et al., 2003; Hüsing et al., 2007, 2009; 2010; Wotzlaw et al.,
2014; Zeeden et al., 2014). A dataset of lightness as obtained by ca-
lorimetric measurement directly on outcropping sediments has pre-
viously been used to estimate the phase between precession and ob-
liquity (Zeeden et al., 2014). Here, we test the existing tuning results
through the application of our correlation algorithm. The second ex-
ample is a colour reflectance record from ODP Leg 154, Site 926 in the
equatorial Atlantic (Curry et al., 1995; Shackleton and Crowhurst,
1997; Zeeden et al., 2013). The colour reflectance variability has been
interpreted to represent input of terrestrial material from the Amazon
into the equatorial Atlantic (Harris et al., 1997; Dobson et al., 2001),
and ODP Leg 154 shows a rather clear imprint of astronomical climate
forcing, which was used in numerous studies (Shackleton and
Crowhurst, 1997; Shackleton et al., 1999; Pälike et al., 2006a; Wilkens
et al., 2017). Here we analysed the time interval from 8.6 to 9 million
years ago of this dataset using the corOptMinMax function.

2.6. Implementing the adjustment of correlative age models

The function performing the correlation optimisation
‘corOptMinMax.R’ can be used to test if the alignment improves or
deteriorates the correlation. By setting the parameter
deselectTiePoints to “T” (vs. “F”), tie points decreasing correlation
can be deselected automatically until a minimum of 2 tie points are left.
The resolution parameter can be set to focus on precession (“p”), ob-
liquity (“o”), eccentricity (“e”) or combinations (“po” for a combina-
tion of precession and obliquity and “eo” for a combination of eccen-
tricity and obliquity). The function corOptMinMax uses a geological
dataset (Data) and a target (target) as basic input, as well as the
temporal resolution as Dt parameter. The maximum temporal differ-
ence between the filtered data maxima and minima to the correlation
target can be set by the maxDiff parameter; this parameter limits the
flexibility of the algorithm. The corOptMinMax function returns re-
sulting correlation coefficients (here the spearman rank correlation to
allow for nonlinearity in the relationship between data and targets) of
the original time scale, the correlations resulting from adjustments and
resulting tie points. The corOptMinMax function produces a list con-
taining (a) the original correlation between optimal target and data (b)
a variable including the optimal correlation, its contribution of ob-
liquity and precession, the tuning target contributions of precession and
obliquity and the lag of a second astronomical component if applicable
(c) the re-tuned data and (d) the used tie points for re/tuning data.

3. Results

3.1. Filter settings and generation of correlation targets

Table 1 summarizes the results from the experiments investigating
different filter settings for precession and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2
contain the results for obliquity and eccentricity. Please note that these

results are partly based on resampling procedures and noise generation
from specified distributions. To make results reproducible we set a seed
in the R code. For all experiments, we investigate whether the ideal
filter properties represent real optima in the settings, or if these lie in a
range of values giving similar results. Especially the dependency of
correlation results on the cut-off frequencies is for several experiments
rather arbitrary (especially for precession and obliquity filters), as ex-
emplary shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. In such cases, we estimate the
narrow end of filter settings resulting in the best correlation; these es-
timates based on the inspection of relationships between parameters
and correlation are also displayed in Table 1 and Supplementary Tables
1 and 2.

Experiments show that for precession, filters are optimally set at
frequencies from 0.043 to 0.054 [1/kyr], using a roll-off rate of 1028.
These consistently perform well in a set of experiments with artificial
data (Table 1). This includes testing its robustness in non-ideal cir-
cumstances as: (a) changing amount of noise, (b) different contributions
of precession and obliquity, and (c) non-constant sedimentation rate.
For obliquity, we suggest setting upper and lower filter limits at 0.022
and 0.029 [1/kyr] and the roll-off rate at 103. Eccentricity of the last 1
million years is best reconstructed by setting filter boundaries to 0.003
and 0.012 applying a roll-off rate of 103.

The corresponding R scripts (see section 2.4 and Supplementary
Materials) automatically generate ensembles of correlation targets and
are tested for a best fit with geological data hereafter (Fig. 1).

3.2. Adjustment of correlative age models

The optimisation of correlation between two geological datasets and
a mix of precession and obliquity is applied to two marine example
datasets (see sections 2.5, 2.6). Figs. 2–5 represent the automatically
generated output from the application of the ‘corOptMinMax.R’ func-
tion with some visual adjustments. For both datasets, we apply filter
properties including precession and obliquity by setting the resolution
parameter to “po”. In this way we obtain information on the optimal
mix of precession and obliquity, the obliquity phase, and improve the
correlation between geological data and astronomical target.

The grey scale colour dataset from Monte dei Corvi for the interval
from 9.6 to 9.0 Ma (Fig. 2) is best resembled by a combination of
0.48*precession and 0.52*obliquity in this time interval, and thus a
clearly higher obliquity contribution than previously used (inverted p-
0.5t) for correlation to astronomic targets when considering longer
intervals (Hilgen et al., 2003; Hüsing et al., 2010; Zeeden et al., 2014).
This shows the varying contribution of precession and obliquity in long
term eccentricity maxima and minima, where the p-0.5t gives a good
overall fit of the Monte dei Corvi Record. An obliquity offset of 1 kyr
results in the best correlation by increasing the correlation coefficient
slightly from 0.64 to 0.66. Next, we consider two time intervals with
clearly different precession and obliquity contributions (Figs. 3–4),
from 9.6 to 9.3 and 9.3–9.0 Ma. The interval from 9.3 to 9.0 Ma (Fig. 3)
is dominated by precession (74%) where obliquity (36%) plays a sub-
ordinate role. The correlation increases slightly from 0.71 to 0.74 with
changing obliquity phase, but this phase might not be very reliable as
the obliquity contribution is relatively weak. The interval from 9.6 to
9.3 Ma (Fig. 4) is dominated by obliquity (66%) while precession plays
a lower role (34%). Obliquity is leading the signal by 2 kyr, and again
the correlation can be improved a bit, here from 0.66 to 0.70.

Using filter properties including precession and obliquity on the
dataset from Ceara Rise suggests that a mix of 44% precession and 56%
obliquity provide the best correlation target (Fig. 5). An obliquity offset

Fig. 3. Younger and precession dominated part of Fig. 2. Grey scale colour data form Monte dei Corvi (Zeeden et al., 2014) on the original age scale (top), the
adjusted age scale (using a filter comprising both precession and obliquity; middle panel), as well as a comparison of data on original and adjusted time scales
(bottom panel) including the target fitting data best (grey). Vertical lines represent tie points between filtered data and the best-fitting correlation target. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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of 1 kyr results in a correlation coefficient of 0.66 (0.57 based on the
original chronology). Results support the original tuning in this case,
but propose a higher contribution of obliquity. It needs to be noted that
this is a statement for this specific time interval only, and the overall
good fit between the Monte dei Corvi and Ceara Rise records and the
originally used target (inverted p-0.5t) is not questioned here.

4. Discussion

4.1. Filter settings

Here we suggest specific filter settings for the optimal reconstruc-
tion of astronomical parameters from geological datasets. We propose
to use cut-off frequencies of 0.043 and 0.054 [1/kyr] for filtering pre-
cession related signals and 0.022 and 0.029 [1/kyr] for obliquity. For
eccentricity, the filter results (0.003 and 0.012 [1/kyr]) describe the
periodicities around 100 kyr well. In case of lower and very low fre-
quency eccentricity components (e.g. Boulila et al., 2012; Martinez and
Dera, 2015) wider band-pass or low-pass filters will be more appro-
priate than the ones proposed in this study. While rather low roll-off
rates perform best for eccentricity and obliquity, precession is best re-
constructed when using high roll-off rates are used. This may be ex-
plained by most of precession components being in the filter range,
while some low-frequency components of obliquity and eccentricity
will only partly be captured by lower roll-off rates or alternatively
wider filters, which then will also incorporate more non-astronomical
data variability.

The filter properties designed in this study are adapted to recent
precession and obliquity frequencies and are therefore particularly well
suited for the Quaternary and Neogene time periods. However, because
obliquity and precession periods were shorter in the past (Berger et al.,
1992; Hinnov, 2000; Laskar et al., 2004), different filter settings will be
optimal for pre-Neogene time intervals. Corresponding filter properties
for older times are listed in Table 2. To determine the best filter settings
for time intervals, the supplementary scripts can be adjusted to test pre-
Neogene time intervals still covered by the La2004 solution by chan-
ging the timing (code lines 18-22). This script then automatically
generates the best filter settings for an individual time interval, based
on the precession and obliquity frequencies from Laskar et al. (2004).
Table 2 provides an estimation of corresponding frequencies according
to the evolution of frequencies by Laskar et al. (2004).

4.2. Using large ensembles of correlation targets

The method described here allows a direct correlation between
proxy data and a large ensemble of correlation targets of which the best
fit can automatically be selected. Additionally, it can be directly com-
bined with further data analysis in R, as e.g. provided by the ‘astro-
chron’ package (Meyers, 2014; R Core Team, 2017). It requires an in-
itial time scale, and the maximum deviation of tie points from this
initial time scale can be set, hence deliberately reducing the change in
timing and possibility for misinterpretations. It may be argued that
setting maximal deviation from original tuning is prescribing results.
We agree that this may represent an issue. However, we see the pos-
sibility to avoid automatically implemented misinterpretations and
therefore provided the option to limit the time offset. Additionally, the
functions provided allow for the testing of various phase relationships
between astronomical parameters automatically. Beside the automated
tuning-optimisation our proposed application also includes the

possibilities of optimal parametrization of ice volume models. In ad-
dition, the ensembles of targets and corresponding tunings allow sto-
chastic approaches to investigate the effect of interpretations based on
age models.

4.3. Correlation optimisation and exemplary application

The results from our proposed automated alignment approach are
less arbitrary than manual tuning and produce higher correlation
coefficients in the examples shown, although the aim here is to re-
construct the relative contributions of precession and obliquity. The
automatic alignment of minima and maxima of filtered data requires an
initial tuning (on the time scale to be achieved by automatic alignment,
e.g. precession, obliquity or eccentricity), a clear expression of the as-
tronomical parameters used for alignment, and a constant phase re-
lationship of proxy data to astronomical forcing. This method requires
more guidance than other automatic alignment methods based on dy-
namic time warping and dynamical programming (e.g. Lisiecki and
Lisiecki, 2002; Lin et al., 2014; Kotov et al., 2016), and is not meant to
create a fully unguided correlation. The presented approach is devel-
oped to optimise a tuning, and mainly find the best fitting correlation
target in large ensembles of 10s–100s of options, the relative con-
tributions of astronomical parameters and the phase of obliquity in
precession and obliquity driven records. To our knowledge the methods
described here and available in the appended R scripts are the only
open available and free-to-use possibility to test a geological dataset
against a large ensemble of correlation targets.

The Italian based Miocene example gives convincing results and
correlation is similar to previously published results (Zeeden et al.,
2014). In addition, we obtain information on the relative contributions
of precession and obliquity, and the obliquity phase. The obliquity
phase offset of 1 kyr is consistent with cross-spectral analysis of a tuning
to the p-0.5*t reference, which resulted in an obliquity phase offset of
up to 1.5 kyr (Zeeden et al., 2014).

The dataset from Miocene drill cores recovered during ODP Leg 154
in the equatorial Atlantic shows a correlation coefficient of 0.61 when
optimising the correlation. Improved results are in this case achieved
when filter properties include precession and obliquity (versus filter
properties only comprising precession, not shown), therefore we regard
these results most useful.

In both experiments with real geological data, better results are
obtained when filter settings include both obliquity and precession.
This is probably because the datasets used are influenced by Northern
Hemisphere insolation (Shackleton and Crowhurst, 1997; Hilgen et al.,
2003) which comprises both precession and obliquity. Importantly, we
show that the tuning target previously used are not necessary optimal
for all time intervals, and that fitting short intervals to more suitable
targets leads to a better correlation and an in detail better and more
reproducible age model. However, it is important to highlight that here
we focus on short intervals of much longer datasets. We here do not
question the originally used correlation targets, which indeed give a
good overall fit with the datasets.

The relative contribution of obliquity and precession are not con-
stant over time, but depend on both astronomical forcing with changing
parameter amplitudes (Laskar et al., 2004) and climate feedback (e.g.
Rutherford and D'Hondt, 2000; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Meyers and
Hinnov, 2010; Zeeden et al., 2013). This limits the applicability of our
approach to long time series, because better fits of data and targets can
be expected for shorter intervals with similar forcing and feedback. For

Fig. 4. Older part of Fig. 2 showing precession-obliquity interference, an obliquity target approximates data best. Grey scale colour data form Monte dei Corvi
(Zeeden et al., 2014) on the original age scale (top), the adjusted age scale (using an obliquity filter comprising both precession and obliquity; middle panel), as well
as a comparison of data on original and adjusted time scales (bottom panel) including the target fitting data best (grey). Vertical lines represent tie points between
filtered data and the best-fitting correlation target. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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example the Monte dei Corvi record (Hilgen et al., 2003; Hüsing et al.,
2009), part of which is used here as example, shows a good fit with the
p-0.5t astronomical target when the overall record is considered.
However, shorter intervals especially in long term eccentricity minima
show a higher obliquity influence, as may be expected.

The information on the relative influence of astronomical para-
meters and their phase, which is obtained here by fitting numerous
targets with changing influence of parameters, can be regarded the
main aim and outcome, whereas a small increase in correlation does not
provide much additional information.

5. Conclusions

Here we propose specific Taner filter settings to extract astronom-
ical scale variations from geological tuned time series. Our experiments
suggest the following filter properties for Quaternary and Neogene
studies: For precession, filter boundaries are optimally set at fre-
quencies of 0.043 and 0.054 using a roll-off rate of 1028. These con-
sistently perform well in a set of experiments with artificial data. For
obliquity, we suggest setting upper and lower filter limits at 0.022 and
0.029 and the roll-off rate at 103. The components around 100 kyr of
eccentricity are best reconstructed by setting filter boundaries to 0.003
and 0.012 and by applying a roll-off rate of 103. At least for precession,
lower roll-off rates (˜102) perform better in practice because even tuned
age models are usually imperfect and therefore require investigating a
wider frequency band. For deep-time records, different cut-off fre-
quencies are necessary due to the evolution of precession and obliquity
frequency through Earth history (see Table 2).

These investigated filter settings are in turn applied in an automatic
alignment of filtered geologic data, which we provide as a correlation
optimisation method for testing geological datasets against sets of
correlation targets. Two geological datasets of Miocene marine suc-
cessions are directly compared with large ensembles of targets (425
reference datasets, respectively). This guided alignment is preventing
high deviations from an original age models, and therefore may be

preferred over fully automatic alignments with less guidance. This
method leads to a better understanding of the contribution of different
astronomical parameters to a geological dataset, and can estimate phase
of obliquity at the same time. We provide all code as R functions and
scripts for further use in the supplementary materials.
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